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Australian sustainable outerwear brand James&Co pioneers use of term 
‘lether™’ for its synthetic leather products

Compliance with legislative ban on ‘leather’ for fabrics not derived from animals & 
identification of more sustainable leather look products

To distinguish synthetic leather from real animal leather it has always been the 
practice to add another word to ‘leather’ – such as faux leather, vegan leather. The 
synthetic fabric was thereby known to have not been derived from an animal and 
was cruelty-free. 

The synthetic material long used as the non-animal alternative and called leather+ 
names is traditional polyurethane (PU). But in recent years concern has been 
growing that, while cruelty-free, PU is very harmful to the environment and workers 
because of the chemical solvents it contains. And with the growing commitments to 
sustainability across the supply chain there have been significant developments to 
replace PU with textiles made without harmful inputs.

Available for synthetic leather products now are eco leather (developed in a factory 
and based on ‘water based PU’ without chemical solvents) and plant-based textiles 
Pinatex pineapple leaf leather, cactus leaf leather, mushroom leather. All using the 
word ‘leather’ in conjunction with others. There is also a grape-based textile 
produced in Italy simply called VEGEA. 

Notably absent from the VEGEA brand is use of the word ‘leather’. This is to comply 
with the the Leather Decree which became law in Italy in October 2020. The Decree 
bans the use of the word ‘leather’, either alone or in conjunction with any other word, 
to describe material that was not derived from an animal. It is extremely likely that 
leather tannery associations globally will follow the path of their Italian colleagues 
and apply to the courts for similar bans. 

James&Co founder and CEO Anne Hurley said:

James&Co is committed to contributing to actions needed to be taken to 
reduce and ultimately eliminate environmentally harmful impacts of fabrics 
used as leather alternatives. We stopped tailoring in PU in 2018 and now only 
tailor in the more sustainable eco and plant-based textiles.  With the legal 



spotlight on the word ‘leather’ we saw an opportunity to use a term that 
identifies the textile as cruelty-free and complies with legislative requirements 
likely to expand.  

The term ‘lether™’ is a smooth transition and calls out that No A = No Animal. We are trade-
marking the term and look forward to working with brands to expand its use. 
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